Frequently Asked Questions
About the Ventura River
Watershed—its Challenges
and Proposed Solutions

OVERVIEW

Climate change, prolonged periods of drought
and an increased demand for water have
placed new challenges on the Ventura River
Watershed. As an effective water manager
and long-standing preservationist, the City
of Ventura is committed to addressing these
challenges today and for the future.
To secure our water supplies,
we need a collaborative and
comprehensive solution
that considers the entire
watershed and all of
its users. As we work
together, we can
establish a framework
that protects our local
water resources and all
who depend on them.

The City of Ventura is just one of more than 100 users that rely on the watershed
including agricultural interests, businesses, individuals, cities and water districts.
The City’s use accounts for only a small portion of total water used in the watershed.

What is the Ventura River Watershed?
The Ventura River Watershed is an interconnected network of tributaries, streams
and groundwater basins that all feed into or receive water from the Ventura River.
Who depends on supplies from the Ventura River Watershed?

Historically, how has the City used the Ventura River?
As one of Ventura’s primary
water supplies, the City has
exercised its water rights over
the Ventura River to serve
residents and other users for
generations. In fact, the City’s
first water system was an
aqueduct that conveyed water
from the Ventura River to a
reservoir located behind the
Ventura Mission. Today, the
river makes up 20% of the City’s total water supply.
What are the City’s primary water sources?
The City relies on local water supplies from three primary sources: the Ventura River,
Lake Casitas and groundwater basins.

T H E R E G I O N ’ S E V O L V I N G WA T E R S U P P L I E S
How is the region’s water supply
evolving?
Changing climate conditions, prolonged periods
of more severe drought and population growth
are putting pressure on the region’s watershed
by consistently stretching water resources to
capacity. Simply put, there is less water to serve
the many interests that depend on the Ventura
River Watershed.
Why do we need a solution now to
protect the watershed for the future?
Forecasts show that future droughts will be longer
and more severe, making it increasingly difficult
to capture and store enough water during wet
years to sustain the region’s diverse water interests
and environmental needs through dry times. The
reality is, variable supplies and consistent demand
place the Ventura River Watershed at future risk,
which is why we must implement a solution to
protect the watershed today.
How has the City maintained
environmental stewardship of
all water resources?
The City is a long-standing environmental steward
and leader in effective water management.
Numerous projects and policies have been
introduced to protect our water resources including:

•R
 ecycled Water Mobile Reuse Program:
Provides more than 228 million gallons of
recycled water for irrigation.
• Net Zero Water Policy: Places a cap on
the City’s demand for water to ensure new
development will not adversely impact water
supply reliability for existing users and the
environment.
• Advanced Metering Infrastructure Project:
Replaces manually-read water meters with
new, smart meters that improve water savings
and help customers track their usage more
effectively.
•R
 ebates and Incentives: Equips residents
and businesses with resources that reduce
water demand.
As a result of these efforts, the City’s water
customers use 30% less water today than
they did 20 years ago—despite decades of
reasonable population growth.
How is the City continuing to innovate
to protect the region’s water supplies?
The City continues to charge forward on
investments and numerous projects that will
decrease its reliance on the watershed and

diversify its supply portfolio for the future. These
projects include:
• The VenturaWaterPure Project: A proposed
water reuse system that will use advanced
technology to treat used water
and produce a high-quality, drought
resistant water supply that will be provided
to groundwater basins and/or put directly
into the distribution system.
• The State Water Interconnection Project:
A proposal for a pipeline between the City’s
and Calleguas Municipal Water District’s
systems, enabling the delivery of State Water
Project water to Ventura and improving
regional disaster resiliency.
Why is water conservation not enough?
Faced with the reality and impacts of climate
change, Ventura—along with many others
in California—must take action beyond
conservation measures to protect and preserve
our water resources for the future.

L O O K I N G F O R WA R D

A Holistic, Locally-Driven Solution is Needed
Why did Santa Barbara
Channelkeeper sue the City?
Santa Barbara Channelkeeper
(Channelkeeper) filed a lawsuit in
September of 2014, challenging
the City of Ventura’s water
rights to the Ventura
River due to concerns
about the decline
of steelhead trout.
Channelkeeper
demanded that
the City, which only
accounts for a small
portion of total water used by
hundreds of water users in the watershed,
reduce its use of the Ventura River to
protect fish and riparian habitats that rely
on the river and watershed.
The City is also concerned about steelhead
trout and agrees with Channelkeeper
that action must be taken to protect the
watershed for the future, but we also know
that any enforceable and effective solution
must consider all water users and the
entire, interconnected watershed to secure
water supplies for the future and protect
valuable ecosystems.
Why was
a crosscomplaint
filed?
The original
suit by
Channelkeeper
selected the City—
just one water user—to shoulder the
responsibility and address the challenges
facing the entire watershed and all of its
users. This is not a viable path forward to
solving the watershed’s complex
challenges. For this reason, the City made
the difficult decision to bring all other
users of the Ventura River Watershed into
the litigation process and filed a cross-

complaint. The City chose to file a crosscomplaint because, by law, the court
process requires that all affected interests
have the chance to participate and resolve
the issues in question. The Court of Appeal
agreed with the City that all parties who
use the watershed should be involved.
What does the City
hope to
accomplish?
The challenges
facing the
Ventura River
Watershed cannot
be addressed in
silos—we need a holistic
approach. Our objective is to bring all the
watershed’s interests together to create a
collaborative, enforceable and locallydriven framework for the future that
protects this precious resource.
What does this process look like?
The City is committed to trying to resolve
this litigation through settlement. Recently it
reached an interim settlement with
Channelkeeper and made substantial
progress towards a global settlement. The
City is now notifying all potentially
impacted water users of this process to
ensure a solution is established that takes
into account the water needs of users and
the environment. Our desired outcome
would not have any “winners” or “losers”
but rather, a shared commitment by
everyone to safeguard the
watershed for generations to
come.
What is the City’s
proposed solution
to protecting the
watershed and its
water sources?
The City’s goal is to work
collaboratively with all local water interests
to develop a locally-driven solution—one

that protects the Ventura River Watershed
and preserves its water supply through
clearly defining the water rights of each
user, making the most of the watershed’s
resources through watershed-level planning
and sharing the responsibility of protecting
finite water supplies amongst all users.
Through this agreement, we can make the
most of the watershed’s resources,
increasing efficiencies to capture more
water during peak flows and creating a
better environment for fish and improved
riparian habitats.
Why is the City’s solution the best
pathway forward?
It is our collective
responsibility to protect
the Ventura River
Watershed. As
the watershed’s
senior water rights
holder, the City
is committed to
working with all local water
interests to protect the reliability of our
region’s resources by developing a
framework for the future. Both the Upper
Ventura River Groundwater Agency
(UVRGA) sustainability plan for the
groundwater basins and the State Water
Board flow study for the Ventura River
are helpful efforts, but not comprehensive
solutions. We need a collaborative, locallydriven and enforceable solution to preserve
our water resources.

To learn more, go to

venturawater.net and find
the “Protecting Local Water
Resources” graphic.

